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Microsoft(r) Systems Management Server 2.0 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2000
Microsoft has traditionally geared its development of Microsoft BackOffice  applications toward providing network administrators with tools that can  facilitate the functionality and management of their Microsoft Windows NT  networks. For example, applications such as Microsoft Exchange 5.5 and Microsoft  SQL Server 7.0 provide exceptional mail...
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Asterisk 1.4  the Professionals GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Asterisk is the leading Open Source Telephony application and PBX software solution. It represents an effective, easy-to-administer, and accessible platform for running enterprise telephony requirements. The real world, however, offers numerous hurdles when running Asterisk in the commercial environment including call routing, resilience, or...
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Erlang and OTP in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		For a long time, the world of Erlang programming had only one book—The Book,1 released in 1993 and revised in 1996. Fanatics can still find it in print, at a price of over $100. A decade or so after its publication, The Book was getting long in the tooth, to say the least. The language had evolved to include several new and...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Unleashed (R2 Edition)Sams Publishing, 2006
A fresh perspective on planning, designing, implementing, and migrating to a Windows Server 2003 environment.  Rand Morimoto and his co-authors began writing this book using their experience from several very large client implementations, some having more than 100 servers in production.  On a daily basis, as this book was in production, they had...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 Service BrokerApress, 2008
Service Broker is a key Microsoft product in support of message–based processing between applications. Pro SQL Server 2008 Service Broker helps you to take full advantage of this key Microsoft technology, beginning from the fundamentals, moving through installation and application development, and ultimately showing you how to...
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Nginx HTTP ServerPackt Publishing, 2010

	Nginx is a lightweight HTTP server designed for high-traffic websites, with network scalability as primary objective. With the advent of high-speed Internet access, short loading times and fast transfer rates have become a necessity. This free open-source solution will either serve as full replacement of other software such as Apache, or...
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Oracle Coherence 3.5Packt Publishing, 2010

	Scalability, performance, and reliability have to be designed into an application from the very beginning, as there may be substantial cost or implementation consequences if they need to be added down the line. This indispensible book will teach you how to achieve these things using Oracle Coherence, a leading data grid product on the...
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IBM Websphere Portal 8: Web Experience Factory and the CloudPackt Publishing, 2012


	When I joined IBM in early 2001, WebSphere Portal was little more than an idea. But

	some believed this was going to be the future of web technology. When WebSphere

	Portal v1 was released later in that same year, spending the time required to cobble

	together the components needed to make it run, was an exercise in patience and...
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Native Docker Clustering with SwarmPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Get to grips with Docker Swarm, one of the key components of the Docker ecosystem.
	
		Optimize Swarm and SwarmKit features for scaling massive applications through containers.
	
		Learn about Docker’s scheduling tricks, high availability, security, and platform scalability.

...
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Wireless Communications over MIMO Channels: Applications to CDMA and Multiple Antenna SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Mobile radio communications are evolving from pure telephony systems to multimedia
platforms offering a variety of services ranging from simple file transfers and audio and
video streaming, to interactive applications and positioning tasks. Naturally, these services
have different constraints concerning data rate, delay, and...
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Analyzing Computer Systems Performance: With Perl: PDQSpringer, 2005
Analyzing computer system performance is often regarded by most system administrators, IT professionals and software engineers as a black art that is too time consuming to learn and apply. Finally, this book by acclaimed performance analyst Dr. Neil Gunther makes this subject understandable and applicable through programmatic examples. The means...
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Building Your Next Big Thing with Google Cloud Platform: A Guide for Developers and Enterprise ArchitectsApress, 2015

	Building Your Next Big Thing with Google Cloud Platform shows you how to take advantage of the Google Cloud Platform technologies to build all kinds of cloud-hosted software and services for both public and private consumption. Whether you need a simple virtual server to run your legacy application or you need to architect a...
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